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Abstract
Numbers of white blood cells in different classes help doctors to diagnose patients. A new set

of features based on the mathematical morphology in the white blood cell classification problem is

proposed in this paper. The proposed features are the maximum value of a pattern spectrum, the

iocation where the maximum value of a pattern spectrum occurs, the first and second granulometric

moments. We also propose a method to unbias neural networks by biasing the desired output using a

priori information of the number of samples in each class. Regular artificial neural networks and the

biased-output neural networks are applied in the experiments using the five-fold cross validation as the

testing method. The results show the good performances of classifiers using our biased-output neural

networks and our proposed morphology-based features.
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1. Introduction
There are two methods to count white

blood cells in bone marrow namely the total
countand the differential counts. The total
count is the total number of white blood cells
without any classification. In contrast, the
differential counts are the counts of different
cell classes in bone marrow. One important
step to achieve the white blood cell differential
counting is to classi0' each white blood cell in
bone marrow.

The differential counting provides invalu-
able information to doctors in diagnosis of
diseases such as leukemia or cancers. The

traditional method for an expert to achieve the
differential counting is to look through a
microscope to select an area of interest in a
bone marrow slide, detect a white blood cell,
classifo it based on his knowledge, and in-
crease the count of the corresponding cell
class. Conducting all ofthese processes manu-

ally would require a trained expert. Moreover,
it is a very tedious job.

White blood cells in bone marrow are
classified according to their maturation stages.
When a white blood cell becomes older, its
size, nuclei shape and many other features
change. White blood cells in the myelocl4ic
series can be classified into six classes, i.e.,
myeloblast, promyelocyte, myelocyte, meta-
myelocyte, band, and polymorphonuclear
(PtvfN) ordered from the youngest to the oldest
cells [1,2]. Figure I shows samples of white
blood cells in this series.

Although there are some commercial
automatic systems available for counting white
blood cells in peripheral blood, there is no such
system for bone marrow. There have been
several attempts proposed to solve the prob-
lem. Most methods follow the traditional
manual maneuver, i.e., to detect a cell, extract
its features, classify the cell, and then update
the count [3-7]. Some are based on neural

A part of the content has appeared and been discussed at the 25'h Electrical Engineering Conference
(EECON-25), on2l-22 Nov.2002 held at Prince of Songkla University, Hat Yai, Songkla, Thai land.
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networks with features such as area of cell, area
of nuclei,  rat io of area of nuclei to cytoplasm,
Fourier descriptors of nuclei, some textural
features, etc [7]. Some are developed under the
mixing theories of the mathematical morphology

[8 l0].  Some develop new training algori thm
for neural networks in order to count numbers of
dif ferent cel l  classes. without classif icat ion

l l  r  ,  121 .
In this paper, we apply artif icial neural

networks to the white blood cell classification
for single-cell images under the assumption that
the cell segmentation is available. We propose
new features of a white blood cell based on
morphological granulometries. We also apply
the bias to the desired outputs of neural net-
works based on the prior information of number
ofcel ls  in  each c lass in  a t ra in ing set .

This paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the mathematical morphology,
neural networks, and how to extract the pro-
posed features. The data set is described in
section 3. A description of the experiments and
their results are shown in section 4. Section 5
concludes this paper.

2. Methodology
In this research, artif icial neural networks are

used as our classifiers in the six-class problem.
The input features are mainly extracted from
pattern spectra of nucleus. To be more specific,
there are six features - two are area-based, the
remaining four are morphology-based.

2.1 Mathematical Morphology
Mathematical morphology is a branch of

nonlinear image processing and analysis. It was
first introduced by Matheron in the context of
random sets !3,141. Morphological methods
are used in many ways in image processing, for
example, enhancement, segmentation, restora-
tion, edge detection, texture analysis, shape
analys is ,  etc .  [15,16] .  I t  is  a lso appl ied to sev-
eral research areas, such as, medical imaging,
remote sensing, military applications, etc.
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Fig. l Cell samples in the myelocytic series:
(a) Myeloblast; (b) Promyelocyte; (c) Myelocyte;
(d) Metamyelocyte; (e) Band; and (0 PMN.

2.1.1 Morphological Operations
Morphological operations are non-linear,

translation invariant transformations. This paper
describes binary morphological operations only.
Binary images can be considered as functions on
two-dimensional grids with values of 0 or 1 or,
equivalently, as characteristic functions of
subsets of the two-dimensional plane. The
concept of structuring an element is fundamental
in morphology; it is the analogue of a convolu-
tion mask in l inear image processing. The basic
morphological operations involving an image S
and a structuring element E are

e ros ion ' . .SOt :n  {S -  e :  e  e  E \
d i la t ion: ,SO ,8:  w {E + s.  s  e S} ,

where n and v denote the set intersection and
union, respectively. A * x denotes the transla-
t ion of  a set  I  by a point  x ,  i .e .

A + r = { a + x . a e A }

The closing and opening operations, derived
from the erosion and dilation, are defined by

closing:,SO t: (.S O (-E)) e (-t)
o p e n i n g : , S O , = ( S O E ) O E

where -E = 1*e: e e E) denotes the 180o rota-
t ion ofE about  the or ig in.

The examples of an image S, a structuring
element E, and outputs of the erosion, dilation,
closing and opening operators are shown in
Figure 2.

(b) (c)
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Fig.2 Samples of an image S, structuring element

E, and outputs of the erosion, dilation, closing and

opening operators.
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Fig.3 Feed forward neural network.

2.1.2 Pattern Spectrum
The opening operation is successively

applied to an image, increase the size of

structuring element in order to diminish the

image. Let O(l) be area of S O tE where / is a

real number and O(0) is area of S. Q(t) is called
a size distribution. The normalized size

distribution O(r) : I - O(r)/O(0), and d@(|/dl
are calfed granulometric size distribution or
pattern spectrum of S. This issue wil l be dis-

cussed further in section 2.3.

2.2 Artificial Neural Networks
Artif icial neural networks are well-

described in l iterature [17], they are only briefly

describe them in this paper. Neural networks
have been applied to several areas of research
such as military, medicine, business, etc. It can

be considered as a universal approximator' The

typical structure of a feed forward neural net-

work is depicted in Figure 3.
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The goal is to find the best set of weights (w)

so that the outputs o1,n &re ds close to the desired
outputs d,, as possible for a given input pattern

x , . n ,  i - -  1 ,  . . . ,  P  a n d T  =  1 ,  . . . ,  Q .  P  a n d  Q a r e
the number of input features and the number of
classes, respectively. There are many ap-
proaches used to find the best set of weights.
However, in this research, the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) algorithm was chosen because
it provides faster convergence [18].

2.3 Feature Extraction
This study focuses its feature extraction on

the morphology-based features. Hence, their
derivations are introduced here. For a random

set ,S, O(l) is a random function. The normalized

size distribution <D(l) : I - O(4/O(0), the so-
called pattern spectrum of ,S, is a probability

distribution function. Its moments, F 
"(^t,

p(')(^9), . ., are therefore random variables
namely granulometric moments. ln this research,
consider nuclei as an object of interest. A pattern
spectrum of each cell 's nuclei is calculated.
Then, the first and second granulometric mo-
ments of the pattern spectrum are calculated to
achieve the features.

To form an input feature vector lo a neural
network, six features are extracted from each

ce l l ,  i . e . ,
o the area ofcell,
o the nuclei-to-cytoPlasm ratio,
o the maximum value of a pattern spec-

trum,
o the location where the maximum value

ofa pattern sPectrum occurs,
o the first granulometric moments and
o the second gran"lometric moments.

A small digital disc is selected as the struc-
turing element in there experiments. The struc-
turing element is shown in Figure 4. By apply-
ing this structuring element, sample pattern

spectra of nucleus for all six cell classes are

shown in Fisure 5.
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Fig. 4 Structuring element used in the experiments.
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Fig.5 Sample segmented cell images and their
pattern specffa of all six cell classes corresponding to

the structuring element in Figure 4.

3. Data Description
In the experimenls. bone marrow images

collected at the University of Missouri Ell is-
Fischel Cancer Center is used. Each white
blood cell image is cropped manually to form a
single-cell image. Then, a single-cell image is
segmented manually into nucleus, cytoplasm,
and background regions. The images were
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manually classified by Dr. C. Will iam Caldwell,
Professor of Pathology and Director of the
Pathology Laboratory at the Ellis-Fischel Cancer
Center. The data set consists of six classes of
white blood cells - myeloblast, promyelocy,te,
myelocyte, metamyelocyte, band, and PMN.
There are 20, 9, 139, 33, 45, and 185 hand-
segmented images for all six cell classes, respec-
tively. Each hand-segmented image is com-
posed of three regions - nucleus, cytoplasm,
and background - with gray level : 0, ll6, and
255, respectively. Samples of cells and their
corresponding segmented images of all six cell
classes are shown in Figure 6.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
As mentioned in section 3 that the data set is

not divided into training and test sets. However,
training and test sets are required to train and
test a neural network to evaluate its performance
and generalization. Cross validation is a stan-
dard method to solve this problem.

The following will briefly describe the cross
validation. The experiments are performed using
the five-fold cross validation. That means data
points in each class are divided into five groups.
Each group conlains the same or comparative
amount of data points. Then, the data in the first
group of each class to form a test set are se-
lected.

f,: t
ffry #ffi
*,# r*-ffi

Fig.6 Sample gray scale and corresponding hand-
segmented images of white blood cell:
(a) Myeloblast, (b) Promyelocyte, (c) Myelocyte,
(d) Metamyelocyte, (e) Band, and (0 PIUN.

(a)

(d)(c )

(f')(e)
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The remaining is considered a training set.
Therefore, the training set contains {2,3,4,5}
and the test set contains { 1}, where the numbers
in the brackets denote the group numbers. A
neural network is trained and tested using these
two sets and the network's performance is
evaluated. That is the end of the first fold. In
the second fold, the training set contains

{1,3,4,5}  and the test  set  conta ins {2} .  Then
keep doing this unti l completion of all f ive folds'
Therefore, in each fold, use about 80% of data
points as the training set and about20ok of those
as the test set. After f inishing validation of all
f ive folds, each data point (or each cell image) is
once used as test data.

The results are presented as confusion
matrices of total classified outputs of all f ive
folds, i.e., the sum of all f ive confusion matrices
in training and the sum of all f ive confusion
matrices in testing. To save the space, the
confusion matrix of each fold is not shown here.
It should be noted that the number of cells in
each class in the total confusion matrix on test
sets is exactly the same as the number of cells in
that class in the data set because each cell image
is used in testing only once. In contrast, the
number of cells in each class in the total confu-
sion matrix on training sets is quadruple of the
number of cells in that class in the data set
because each cell image is used four tirnes in
trai n i ng.

4.1 Results of regular neural networks
The number of hidden neurons in a neural

network is one parameter to choose. In these
experiments, a feed forward neural network with
one hidden layer consisting of ten hidden neu-
rons is chosen. The number of neurons of ten is
Iarge enough to be used to approximate a func-
tion of six inputs and six outputs. This provides
(6x10) + (10x6) : 120 weight parameters,
excluding 6+10 : 16 more weight parameters of
biases to neurons in the input and hidden layers.
Ten is also not too large so that we wil l not lose
the generalization. The desired output is set to
0.9 for the output neuron corresponding to a
given class, and 0. I for the other output neurons'
The training using the Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) algorithm would stop when the maxirnum
epochs reaches 100 or the mean square error is
less than l0-6

The total confusion rnatrices on the training
and test sets are shown in Tables I and 2, re'
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spectively. The classification rates of 90.66oh
and 72.16Yo are achieved in training and testing,
respectively. However, when considering the
numbers in the confusion matrices, they show a
problem of neural networks, i.e., there are biases
to the classes those have larger number of sam-
ples (myelocyte and PMN, in this case.) In
other words, they consider these classes more
irnportant than others. Given a cell image, the
classifiers would more Iikely decide that the cell
come from these classes. This is obvious be-
cause it is preferable to minimize the mean
square error in training of neural networks. To
increase the chance of correct classification, the
networks would give more probabil ity to classes
those have more input samples (or nurnbers of
cells.) This problem leads to the loss of gener-
alization of a neural network. It can be seen in
Table 2 that the testing cells are more l ikely to
be either myelocyte or PMN according to the
classifi ers' decisions.

Table I Total confusion matrix on training sets
(neural networks, no a priori information)

nlg +, 
Brast

ActualJ
B l a s t 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
P r o 2 2 6  1 1 0 0

Myero 0 2 535 8 I  10
M e t a 0 5 4 5 6 8 5 9
B a n d 0 0 1 0 1 4 0 3 9
PMN 0  0  12  6  8  714

Classification rate (Train) :90.6! %

Table 2 Total confusion matrix on test sets
(neural networks, no a priori information).

Alg 
I  Blast  Pro Mvelo Meta Band PMN

Actual l

1 6 0 1 0 3 0
1 r 1 0 0 0
0  6  1 1 6  8  0  9
0 0 1 7 9 3 4
0 0 0 4 1 7 2 4
0 0 7 6 2 0 1 5 2

Pro Myelo Meta Band PMN

Blast

Pro

Myelo

Meta

Band

PMN
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Blast

Pro

Myelo

Meta

Band

PMN

Table 3 Total confusion matrix on training sets
(biased-output neural networks).

Blast Pro Mvelo Meta Band PMN

A l o  +'"o ' ,  
Blast  Pro Mvelo Meta Band PMN

ActualJ

B l a s t 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
P r o 0 2 1  9 0 0 0

Mye lo  0  15  508  16  2  15
M e t a 0 0 5 0 7 2 7 3
B a n d 0 0 0 4 1 3 9 3 7
PMN 0 0 22 19 63 636

Classification rate (Train) :84.80 %

Table 4 Total confusion matrix on test sets
(biased-output neural networks).

Alg ->

ActualJ

to 0.1. Therefore, the output neuron correspond-
ing to the correct class wil l produce small value
if that class has large number of samples. A
neural network trained by using this approach is
called "biased-output neural network (BONN)".

The confusion matrices of the classifiers
trained by using this approach are shown in
Tables 3 and 4. The classification rates of
84.80% and 7 5 .64%o are achieved in training and
testing, respectively. The decreasing ofclassifi-
cation rate in training is not surprising. It can be
seen from Table 3 that the correct classification
of cells from fwo "big" classes - myelocyte and
PMN - decrease compared to those in Table I
because we decrease their output levels. Even
though the classification rate on the training sets
decreases, the rate on the test sets increases. To
evaluate the generalization of the networks,
consider the testing results because the test data
are blind to the classifiers. Let us consider the
numbers of test cells with correct classification
using the regular neural network in Table 2.
The numbers are 16, 1, 1 16, 9, 17, and 152 for
the six cell classes, respectively. The numbers
of test cells with correct classification using the
biased-output neural network in Table 4 are 19,
3, 114, 10,28, and 152 for the six cell classes,
respectively. It can be seen that the number of
myelocyte cells with correct classification
decreases only by two while the number of
PMN cells with correct classification remains
the same. The results suggest that the bias does
not hurt the "big" classes. Other four classes
have better numbers of correct classification.
These numbers lead to the better classification
rate of the biased-output neural network. That
means there are more generalized classifiers by
introducing the bias to the desired output of a
neural network.

Furthermore, the five-fold cross validation on
eight more experiments are applied: four on the
regular neural networks and the other four on
the biased-output neural networks to verif
whether the random initial values of the net-
works' parameters would affect the results.
Because five networks are trained and tested in
each experiment, 40 more networks are trained
and tested. The total confusion matrices from
these experiments are not shown here to save the
space. The classification rates of all eight
experiments and the rates of the other two
experiments described earlier are shown in
Table 5.

1 9 0 0
l J +

2  4  l l 4
0 0 1 7
0 0 0
0 0 4

0 0
1 0
t 4  I
l 0  4
3 2 8
9 2 0

I
0
4
2
1 4
1s2

Classification rate (Test) = 7 5 .64 %

4.2 Results of biased-output neural networks
In this experiment there is a wide variety of

numbers of cells in classes. To remedy the
classifier's bias, one possible solution is to have
the same (or comparative) number of data
samples in all six classes to give the same a
priori probabilify to all classes. However, this
approach is not feasible in this case because
some classes have too small number of samples
(9 promyelocytes, 20 myeloblasts.) Nine cells
could be selected from each of six cell classes,
but that wil l decrease the number of cells in the
experiments dramatical ly.

Hence, the attempt was made to achieve
unbiased classifier by biasing the desired output
using a priori information of the number of
samples in each class. We set

d , = l * - ; L , j : 1 , . . . , 6

2",

as the desired output ofthe output neuronj, the
desired output of the other output neurons is set
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Nef Data

works Sets

Experiment Number

Table 5 Classification rates on training and test sets

using regular and biased-output neural networks in

ten experiments of five-fold cross validation.
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tion rate on the test sets. That means it has
provided better generalization of the classifier.

The future work is to incorporate the auto-
matic cell segmentation to this system because
the features that have been used in the experi-
ments heavily rely on the hand-segmented
images.
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